
THE NEXT GREAT CADIO CATEGORY



For 12 years,
the founder of Helix was the International license holder 

for all Gold’s Gym branded merchandise

This was during the absolute height of the Gold’s brand

HISTORY OF HELIX



In the past 30 years, only a 
handful of new cardio 

categories have been developed 
& become mainstream

In other words, new cardio 
categories are rare & historic

HISTORY OF HELIX (continued)



In the 1980’s
Stairclimbers revolutionized the industry

HISTORY OF HELIX (continued)



In the 1990’s
ellipticals revolutionized - and continue to 

revolutionize - the industry

HISTORY OF HELIX (continued)



In the late 1990’s
spin bikes created a huge category that continues to 

this day

HISTORY OF HELIX (continued)



In the first decade of the 21st Century
Helix launched a new, futuristic cardio Category

LATERAL TRAINING

HISTORY OF HELIX (continued)

Much like other category breakthroughs, 
Helix began on the Club side of the 
business

Due to the history of Helix’ founder, many 
early adopters were Gold’s franchises



While still a young company, 
Helix is found in over 1,000 facilities ranging from small 

studios to private clubs to major chains & top-tier schools

As examples,
Helix is a Preferred Vendor for 24 Hour Fitness & the JCCA 

(Jewish Community Centers of America)

HISTORY OF HELIX (continued)



Helix makes it easy for facilities to say “YES”

THE HELIX OPPORTUNITY
Floor Space

First, the floor space required by a 
Helix is 3’ X 4’ – smaller than a 

compact commercial upright cycle

And, the “live” area is completely 
contained within that footprint

Also, commercial Helix units are 
“green” in that they require no 

power



AND, Helix offers exceptional value

THE HELIX OPPORTUNITY
Value

Particularly when compared to 
commercial treadmills and 

ellipticals

Add in the fact that Helix units 
are much simpler mechanically, 
and maintenance-free, and the 
long-term cost of ownership is 

extremely low



AND, Helix delivers a more complete core and 360º 
lower body workout…because

THE HELIX OPPORTUNITY
Function & Benefits

Helix training involves 
MULTI-PLANAR movement

whereas

Traditional ellipticals & 
treadmills train you ONLY in 

the sagittal plane



Helix’ multi-planar action creates RADICALLY 
greater muscle activation vs the leading club elliptical

THE HELIX OPPORTUNITY
Function & Benefits (continued)

•  Up to 44% greater muscle activation “from the floor to the core”
- including obliques, glutes, and inner/out thighs

•  23% faster trip to users’ target Heart Rate goals
- Helix being used in many HIIT programs around the country



Life Happens in Three Dimensions,
so why are you only training in One?

TRY LATERAL TRAINING
Start enjoying the HUGE benefits of multi-planar exercise

THE HELIX OPPORTUNITY
Function & Benefits (continued)



UNDERSTANDING
the historical importance of all new cardio categories

and the myriad of benefits from lateral training
HELPS DEMONSTRATE

how important this amazing new opportunity/category is!
HELIX IS TRUE INNOVATION

The 21st Century’s “better cardio mousetrap”

THE HELIX OPPORTUNITY
Innovation



TESTIMONIALS



Angel Banos, Gold's Gym LA
MY MEMBERS LOVE IT!  I can tell you that at my Thousand Oaks club, people 
are waiting in line to use it... I will definitely need to get at least two more for that 
location.
Rick Doucette, Gold’s Gym, Miami Lakes, FL
PEOPLE ARE USING IT RELIGIOUSLY EVERY DAY. They like it because 
they’re working different muscles than they’re used to on cardio equipment, and by 
working on the hips and gluts that’s a big addition that seems to get women to use it 
more often – it’s working on the right areas for them.

TESTIMONIALS



Dr. John Fortuna, 
President EB Fitness, Cleveland, OH
OUR MOST POPULAR CARDIO
Within days of receiving the Helixes 
they became our most popular cardio 
piece and it’s true to this day!
I think ANY club that is interested in 
having leading-edge products AND 
satisfied members should have the 
Helix.  (Except my competitors, of 
course.)
We always showcase Helix on our sales 
tours and every prospect that tries it, 
loves it!

TESTIMONIALS



Wendy Holland, Mattoon YMCA, Mattoon, IL
EVERYONE WHO USES IT LOVES IT!  Members say it doesn’t bother their 
knees and I know they like being able to adjust it to the fitness level that they want, so 
I think there’s a whole list of reasons that people like it.
Michael Gonzales, McCook YMCA, McCook, NE
BUNS OF STEEL – THE MEMBERS LOVE IT! It’s also definitely a positive in 
maintaining our membership - once they get going they really like it.
Cyndee Goodinson, YMCA of Attleboro, Attleboro, MA
IT’S A HARD WORKOUT BUT MEMBERS LIKE IT. It gets them to a cardio-
vascular level that the other machines really don’t hit.

TESTIMONIALS



Ace Baldwin, Anytime Fitness, Santa Rosa, CA
MEMBERS WAITING IN LINE TO USE IT It really provides an intensive work-
out in a short period of time – 15-20 minutes on the Helix is like 45-60 minutes on 
something else.
Daryl Coston, Anytime Fitness, Brandywine, MD
ONE OF OUR SELLING POINTS When we show the club to prospective members, 
the Helix is definitely one of our selling points.  It’s different than anything else in 
terms of how it looks and what it does with the different muscle groups so it’s very 
persuasive when we’re talking about the features of our club.
Rob Myers, Anytime Fitness, Salt Lake City, UT
ABSOLUTELY HELPS IN RETAINING MEMBERS The Helix absolutely helps 
us in retaining members, without a doubt.

TESTIMONIALS



THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME


